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1. INTRODUCTION
The well-known PaleyWiener theorem [7, Theorem IX.11] for test
functions says that an entire function g({) of n complex variables is the
Fourier transform of a C 0 (R
n) function with support in the ball
[x # Rn | |x|R] if and only if for each N # N there exists a CN such that
| g({)|
CNeR |Im {|
(1+|{| )N
for all { # Cn.
The PaleyWiener theorem [7, Theorem IX.12] for temperate distribu-
tions says that a distribution T in Rn has compact support contained in the
ball of radius R if and only if T has an analytic continuation to an entire
function T ({) of n complex variables satisfying
|T ({)|C(1+|{| )N eR |Im {|
for all { # Cn and some constants C and N.
We are interested in generalizing the above theorems to an infinite-
dimensional space. For this purpose, we take this infinite-dimensional
space to be a white noise space (E$, +), where E$ is the dual space of a
nuclear space E and + is the standard Gaussian measure on E$. The
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infinite-dimensional analogue of the Fourier transform is the S-transform
(see the next section or [3]).
2. BACKGROUND
In this paragraph we briefly describe some background from white noise
analysis. The interested reader can find more details in [3].
(a) Concept and Notations
Let E be a real separable Hilbert space with norm | } |0 . Let A be a densely
defined self-adjoint operator on E, whose eigenvalues [*n]n1 satisfy the
following conditions:
v 1<*1*2*3 } } } .
v n=1 *
&2
n <. (Hence A
&1 is a HilbertSchmidt operator.)
For any p0, we consider the space Ep :=[ f # E | |A pf |0<]. On the
space Ep we introduce the norm | f |p=|A pf | 0 . Each of these spaces is a
Hilbert space and we have the inclusion Eq /Ep for p<q. By the second
condition the inclusion i: Ep+1  Ep is a HilbertSchmidt operator. Thus
the space E=p0 Ep , equipped with the topology given by the family
[ | } |p]p0 of seminorms, is a nuclear space.
It can be shown that for all p0 the dual space of Ep is isomorphic to
E&p , which is the completion of the space E with respect to the norm
| f |&p=|A&pf |0 . Moreover, we have E$=p0 E&p and for any p<q,
E/Eq /Ep /E0 /E&p /E&q /E$.
We can equip E$ with the inductive limit topology. The triple E/E/E$
is a Gelfand triple.
By Minlos’ theorem, there exists a unique probability measure + on E$
such that for all f # E, the random variable ( } , f ) is normally distributed
with mean 0 and variance | f | 20 . Here ( , ) is the duality between E$ and
E. Because of the denseness of E in E, we can define for each f # E a
random variable ( } , f ) on E$ which is normally distributed with mean 0
and variance | f | 20 .
For x # E$, we define
: x n := :
[n2]
k=0
(&1)k n !
(n&2k)! k ! 2k
{  k x  (n&2k),
where { # (EE)$ is defined by ({, !’) =(!, ’). Let Ec denote the
complexification of E. We denote by (L2) the space of all complex valued
square integrable functions on E$. If . # (L2), then we denote the (L2)
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norm of . by &.&0 (i.e., &.&20=E$ |.(x)|
2 +(dx)). It can be proved that for
each . # (L2), there exists a unique sequence [ fn]n0 , fn # E  nc , such that
.(x)= :

n=0
( : x n : , fn).
Moreover, we have &.&20=n=0 n! | fn | 20 .
The second quantization operator 1(A) of A is defined by
1(A) .= :

n=0
( : }n : , A nfn).
By using (L2) and 1(A) instead of E and A, respectively, we can construct
another Gelfand triple (E)/(L2)/(E)*. The elements in (E) are called
test functions on E$. The elements in (E)* are called generalized functions
on E$. The bilinear pairing between (E)* and (E) is denoted by (( } , } )). It
must be mentioned that if . # (L2) and  # (E), then ((., ))=(.,  ),
where ( } , } ) is the inner product on the complex Hilbert space (L2).
Let . # (L2) be represented by .(x)=n=0 ( : x
n : , fn) . It can be
shown that . # (E) if and only if for all p0 we have
&.&2p := :

n=0
n ! | fn | 2p<.
On the other hand, each 8 # (E)* can be represented as
8= :

n=0
( : }n : , Fn) , Fn # (E$c)  n,
and there exists a p>0 depending on 8 such that
&8&2&p := :

n=0
n ! |Fn | 2&p<.
For 8 # (E)* and . # (E) from above we have
((8, .)) = :

n=0
n!(Fn , fn).
(b) Differential Operators and the Adjoints
Consider a simple test function .(x)=( : x n : , f ) # (E). Let y # E$. We
can show that
lim
t  0
.(x+ty)&.(x)
t
=n( : x  (n&1) : , y 1 f ) ,
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where y 1 } : E  nc  E
 (n&1)
c is the unique continuous and linear map
such that
y 1 g n=( y, g) g  (n&1), g # Ec .
This shows that the function . has Ga^teaux derivative Dy.. In general, for
.(x)=n=0 ( : x
n : , fn) # (E), we may define
Dy .(x)= :

n=1
n( : x  (n&1) : , y 1 fn)
It can be checked that Dy is a continuous linear operator on (E) (see [3,
Theorem 9.1]).
We can define the adjoint operator Dy* of Dy by the duality between
(E)* and (E), i.e.,
((Dy*8, ))=((8, Dy)) , 8 # (E)*,  # (E).
The adjoint Dy* is a continuous linear operator from (E)* into itself.
For 8(x)=n=0 ( : x
n : , Fn) # (E)*, we have
Dy*8(x)= :

n=0
( : x  (n+1) : , y Fn).
For y # E, the differential operator Dy extends by continuity to a continuous
linear operator from (E)* into itself [3, Theorem 9.10]. The extension is
denoted by D y . Moreover, for such y # E, the restriction of Dy* to (E) is a
continuous linear operator from (E) into itself [3, Corollary 9.14].
(c) Multiplication Operators
If .,  # (E), then the pointwise multiplication . }  is also in (E). Let
8 # (E)* be fixed. For . # (E), define 8 } . # (E)* by
((8 } ., ))=((8, . } )) ,  # (E).
This multiplication operator by 8 is a continuous linear operator from (E)
into (E)*.
In particular, if ’ # E, then the multiplication by ( } , ’), denoted by Q’
is a continuous linear operator from (E) into itself and can be extended to
a continuous linear operator Q ’ from (E)* into itself. The operators Q ’ ,
D ’ , and D’* are related by the formula
Q ’=D ’+D’*.
(See [3, Theorem 9.18].)
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(d) Commutation Relationship
For all !, ’ # E the commutator of D ! and D’* is given by
[D ! , D’*]=(!, ’) I.
(See [3, Theorem 9.15].)
(e) The Exponential Functions
Let x # E$c . We define the function
: e( } , x) : = :

n=0
1
n !
( : }n : , x n) .
It is easy to see that
& : e( } , x) : &p=e |x|
2
p 2.
Thus for all x # E$c , we have : e( } , x) : # (E)*. Also, : e( } , x) : # (L2) if and
only if x # Ec and : e( } , x) : # (E) if and only if x # Ec .
If x # E$c , ! # Ec , then we have
(( : e( } , x) : , e( } , !))) =e(x, !).
For ! # Ec and x # E$c we have
: e(x, !) : =e(x, !)&(12)(!, !).
The exponential functions [: e( } , !) : | ! # Ec] are linearly independent and
span a dense subspace of (E).
(f ) The S-Transform
For any 8 # (E)*, we define the S-transform of 8 to be the function on
Ec defined by
S8(!)=((8, : e( } , !) : )) , ! # Ec .
Because the exponential functions span a dense subspace of (E), the
S-transform is injective.
If . # (L2), then the S-transform of . is also called the SegalBargmann
transform of ..
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3. COMPACT SETS IN E$
To be able to give an analogue of PaleyWiener theorem the first thing
that we have to do is to find a clear description of the compact subsets of
E$. There are two important topologies on E$, namely the weak topology
and the strong topology. The latter is the same as the inductive limit topol-
ogy.
The weak topology is the locally convex topology on E$ given by the
family of seminorms [& }&! | ! # E], where &x&!=|(x, !) |.
The strong topology is the locally convex topology on E$ given by the
family of seminorms [& }&B | B bounded subset of E], where &x&B=
sup [ |(x, !) | | ! # B].
Theorem 1. A subset K of E$ is relatively weakly compact if and only if
there exists p>0 such that K/E&p and K is bounded with respect to the
norm | } |&p .
Proof. ( O ) Let K be a relatively weakly compact subset of E$. For any
! # E, the function f! : K  R, defined by f!(x)=(x, !) , is weakly con-
tinuous and since K is relatively weakly compact we conclude that f! is
bounded. Therefore, for each ! # E, there exists M(!)>0 such that \x # K,
|(x, !) |M(!). Now for each x # K let us consider the bounded linear
operator Tx : E  R, defined by Tx(!)=(x, !) . Then the family of
operators [Tx | x # K] is pointwise bounded. Because (E, [ | } |p]p # N) is a
Fre chet space, by the Uniform Bounded Principle we conclude that there
exist p>0 and M>0 such that \x # K and \! # E, |Tx(!)|M } |!|p .
Therefore \x # K, x # E&p and |x| &pM.
( o ) Let K be a bounded subset of E&p , for some p>0. There exists
r>0 such that K/B&p[0, r], where B&p[0, r]=[x # E&p | |x|&pr].
Then by Alaoglu’s theorem B&p[0, r] is weakly compact in E&p , which
means compact with respect to the topology given by the family of semi-
norms [& }&! | ! # Ep]. Because E/Ep , B&p[0, r] is also compact with
respect to the topology given by the family of seminorms [& }&! | ! # E].
Since K/B&p[0, r], we conclude that K is relatively weakly compact. K
If K is a strongly compact subset of E$, then K is weakly compact and
therefore there exists p>0 such that K/E&p . Using the fact that the
strong topology on E$ is the same as the inductive limit topology, we
conclude that K is compact in E$ if and only if K is compact in E&p .
Because (E&p , | } |&p) is a separable Hilbert space, we see that describing
the strongly compact subsets of E$ is the same as describing the compact
subsets of a separable Hilbert space.
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Let (H, ( , )) be a separable Hilbert space and let [en]n1 be an
orthonormal basis in H. Let’s consider the projections Pn : H  H, defined
by
Pnx= :

i=n
(x, e i) ei .
Let & }& denote the norm of H.
Theorem 2. A subset K of H is compact if and only if K is closed, bounded,
and &Pnx&z0 as n  , uniformly on K.
Proof. ( O ) Let K be a compact subset of H. Then K is closed and
bounded. Since for all x # K, &Pnx&z0 as n  , by Dini’s theorem we
conclude that &Pnx&z0 as n  , uniformly on K.
( o ) Let us suppose that K is closed, bounded, and &Pnx&z0 as
n  , uniformly on K. We want to prove that K is compact. Since in
a separable Hilbert space the compactness is equivalent to sequential
compactness it is enough to show that any sequence in K has a convergent
subsequence. Let [xn]n1 /K. Since K is bounded each of the sequence
[(xn , ei)]n1 is bounded. Using a diagonal procedure we can find a
subsequence [xnq]q1 of [xn]n1 such that for each i1 there exists :i # R
such that (xnq , ei)  :i , as q  . Let M=sup [&x& | x # K]. Since
i=1(xnq , e i)
2M2 for all q1, considering the partial sums of these
series and letting q go to infinity, we can see that i=1 :
2
i M
2. Thus we
can consider the element y :=i=1 :ie i of H.
Claim (xnq  y as q  ). Let =>0. Since &Pu xnq&z0 as u  
uniformly, there exists U # N such that for all uU and q # N we have
&Puxnq &<=4. Considering first the partial sums of &Puxnq &
2 and passing to
the limit as q goes to infinity, we can see that for all uU, &Pu y&=4.
Since for all u # [1, 2, ..., U&1], (xnq , eu)  :u , as q  , there exists a
Q # N such that for all qQ, U&1u=1 [(xnq , eu)&:u]
2<(=2)2. Therefore for
all qQ, we have
&xnq& y& :
U&1
u=1
[(xnq , eu)&:u]
2+&PUxnq&+&PU y&
<=2+=4+=4==.
So K is compact. K
Let d0 denote the set of all nonnegative real sequences decreasing to 0.
By the word ‘‘decreasing’’ we mean in fact ‘‘nonincreasing.’’ The above
arguments allow us to find a nice ‘‘correspondence’’ between the compact
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subsets of H and the elements of d0 . To each element :=[:n]n1 # d0 we
associate the compact set
B:=[x # H | \n1, &Pn x&:n].
This set is closed, bounded, and &Pnx&  0, uniformly on B: as n  , so
it is compact.
On the other hand, any compact set is contained in a compact set of this
type since if K is compact we can consider the sequence :=[:n]n1 # d0 ,
where :n :=sup [&Pn x& | x # K]. We can see that :n z0 as n   since
&Pnx&  0 as n  , uniformly on K. It is clear that K/B: .
To emphasize the analogy with the finite-dimensional case one may call
B: ‘‘the ball with center 0 and radius the sequence :.’’
Coming back to our Gelfand triple E/E/E$, we have seen that for a
subset K of E$ to be compact with respect to the strong topology or induc-
tive limit topology, it is necessary and sufficient that the set K be contained
in some Hilbert space E&p and be compact with respect to the topology of
E&p . If we consider the basis [en]n1 of E composed of eigenvectors of the
operator A, then each compact subset of E&p is contained in some
B&p: :=[x # E&p | \n1, |Pn x| &p:n].
Here Pnx :=i=n (x, ei) ei and :=[:n]n1 # d0 hence
B&p: ={x # E&p | \n1, :

i=n
*&2pi (x, ei)
2:2n= .
We have obtained the following result:
Theorem 3. A subset K of E$ is strongly compact if and only if there
exist p>0 and : # d0 such that K/E&p , K is closed in E&p and K/B&p: .
4. THE CHARACTERIZATION OF CERTAIN CLASSES OF
FUNCTIONS WITH COMPACT SUPPORT
Observation 4. If K is a compact subset of E$, then there are no functions
in (E), other than the identically zero function, that vanish outside of K.
To see this let us consider a function . # (E) vanishing outside of K. It
is known, from [4], that . has an analytic extension to the complexi-
fication E$c of E$. Then for a fix x # E$"[0] we may consider the analytic
function .x : C  C defined by .x(z)=.(zx). Because K is contained and
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bounded in some E&p and . vanishes outside of K, we can see that .x(z)=
0, for all real z of sufficiently large modulus. By the Identity Theorem for
analytic functions, we conclude that .x(z)=0 for all z # C, in particular for
z=1, which means that .(x)=0. Since x # E$"[0] was chosen arbitrarily
and . is continuous, we conclude that . is the identically zero function.
This observation discourages us from trying to find an analogous result
of the classical PaleyWiener theorem that describes the C 0 functions with
compact support in terms of their Fourier transform.
Observation 5. If :=[:n]n # N # d0 is strictly decreasing, then there are no
functions in (E), other than the identically zero function, that vanish on B&p: .
To see this let us consider a function . # (E) vanishing on B&p: . Let n #
N be fixed. Let ;1=- :21&:22 , ;2=- :22&:23 , ..., ;n&1=- :2n&1&:2n , ;n=
:n . Then \in, ;i>0, because the sequence [:n]n # N is strictly decreasing
to zero. Now, let ;=min[;i | in]. Then ;>0. We can see that the set
M;=[x # Re1+Re2+ } } } +Ren | \in, |(x, ei) |;] is contained in
B&p: . Let x # Re1+Re2+ } } } +Ren be fixed. Let us consider again the
analytic function .x : C  C defined by .x(z)=.(zx). We can see that,
for all real z of sufficiently small modulus, zx # M; /B&p: , and since .
vanishes on B&p: , we conclude that .x(z)=0. By the Identity Theorem for
analytic functions we conclude that .x(z)=0 for all z # C, in particular for
z=1, which means that .(x)=0. Thus we have proved that . vanishes on
all finite-dimensional subspaces of the form Re1+Re2+ } } } +Ren , n # N.
Because of the density of the union of these subspaces in E$ and the fact
that . is continuous, we conclude that . is the identically zero function.
This observation makes the definition of a generalized function , # (E)*
with support in B&p: difficult to formulate.
For these reasons we will try to describe in this paper only the (L2) func-
tions, having compact support, in terms of their S transform.
Definition 6. We say that a function in (L2) has the support contained
in a Borel subset K of E$ if it vanishes almost everywhere outside of K.
First of all we will show that there exists a strongly compact set K such
that +(K)>0. If we do this, then the characteristic function /k of K will be
a function in (L2) with compact support and not equal to zero almost
everywhere. Let [;n]n1 /(0, ) such that n=1 ;
2
n<. Let
K=[x # E$ | \n1, *&pn |(x, en) |;n],
for some p>1. Then it is easy to see that K/E&p , K is closed and
bounded in E&p , and |Pn x|&p  0 as n  , uniformly on K. Therefore K
is a strongly compact subset of E$. We have
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+(K)=|
K
1+(dx)
= ‘

n=1 \
1
- 2? |
*pn;n
&*pn;n
e&x22 dx+
= ‘

n=1 \1&
2
- 2? |

*pn;n
e&x22 dx+ .
To have +(K)>0 we need to show that the last product is convergent
which is equivalent to the fact that the series n=1 

*pn ;n
e&x22 dx is
convergent. But
:

n=1
|

*pn ;n
e&x22 dx :

n=1
1
* pn ;n |

*pn ;n
xe&x22 dx
= :

n=1
1
* pn ;n
e&*n
2 p; n
2 2
 :

n=1
1
* pn ;n
.
We may choose ;n=*2& pn , for all n, and p3, and using the fact that
n=1 *
&2
n < we conclude that 

n=1 ;
2
n< and 

n=1 (1*
p
n ;n) is
convergent. Thus +(K)>0.
Let & be the standard Gaussian measure on Rn, i.e., the probability
measure given by the density function g: Rn  R, g(x)=(1- (2?)n) e&|x|22.
Let us also consider the space HL2(Cn, m) of all analytic functions on Cn
that are square integrable with respect to the measure m on the Borel sub-
sets of Cn given by the density function h: Cn  R, h(z)=(1?n) e&|z|2. The
following result is known from [1, 810]. See also [2].
Lemma 7. The linear map S: L2(Rn, &)  HL2(Cn, m), defined by
(Sf )(z)=|
Rn
f (u) ez } u&(12) z } z&(du),
is a surjective unitary operator.
Here if z=(x1 , x2 , ..., xn)+i ( y1 , y2 , ..., yn) and z$=(x$1 , x$2 , ..., x$n)+
i( y$1 , y$2 , ..., y$n), then
z } z$= :
n
j=1
(xjx$j& yjy$j)+i :
n
j=1
(xj y$j+ yjx$j).
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Before characterizing the function . in (L2) with compact support in terms
of their S-transform we introduce some notation.
Notation. Let [en]n1 be an orthonormal basis given by the eigen-
values [*n]n1 of the operator A. Let :=[:n]n1 # d0 be fixed. For any
two natural numbers r and n such that rn, we define Pn , Qr, n : E$  E$
by Pnx=i=n (x, e i) ei and Qr, nx=
n&1
i=r (x, ei) ei . When r=n, Qr, n is
understood to be 0. If r=1 then we denote Q1, n simply by Qn .
Vnr =Rer+Rer+1+ } } } +Ren&1 . If r=n, V
n
r is understood to be the null
space. If r=1 then we denote V n1 simply by V
n. We denote by V nr, c the
complexification of V nr . In the following theorem we will consider
(1?n&r) V nr, c |F(!+!1)|
2 e&|!|
2
0 d!, for !1=V nr, c . If r=n, then this integral
is understood to be |F(!1)| 2. We denote by +r, n the Gaussian measure on
the finite-dimensional space V nr . If we consider the Hilbert space
Er, n=(I&Qr, n) E and the restriction Ar, n of the operator A to this space,
then we have that Ar, n is a densely defined, positive, and self-adjoint
operator on Er, n whose eigenvalues are [* i | 1ir&1] _ [*j | jn].
The eigenvalues of Ar, n satisfy the same conditions as the eigenvalues of A,
therefore we can do the same construction using Ar, n , as we did using A,
and obtain a Gelfand triple Er, n /Er, n /E$r, n . Using again the Minlos’
Theorem we can construct a Gaussian measure, which we will denote by
+=r, n , on the Borel subsets of E$r, n . We will denote +1, n=+n and +
=
1, n=+
=
n .
Because V nr = Er, n and V
n
r +Er, n=E we can see that the measure + on E$
is the product measure of +r, n and +=r, n . We will denote Kr, n=
[ y # E$r, n | |Pn y|&p:n]. Then we denote Kn=K1, n . If x, y # E$ and f #
(L2), then we denote fy(x)= f (x+ y).
Theorem 8. A function F: Ec  C is the S-transform of a function
. # (L2), with support in B&p: if and only if the following three conditions
hold:
1. F is continuous.
2. For all !, ’ # Ec , the function z [ F(z!+’) is analytic.
3. There exists a constant C>0 such that for all r, n # N satisfying
rn, and for all !1 # Ec , !1 =V nr, c , we have
1
?n&r |V nr, c
|F(!+!1)|2 e&|!|
2
0 d!Ce |Qr !1|
2
0 e2:n |Re Pn !1|p&Re(Pn!1, Pn!1).
Proof. ( O ) Let . # (L2) be supported on B&p: . It is easy to see that
the S-transform of . satisfies Conditions 1 and 2 above. Let r, n # N, such
that rn and !1 # Ec , !1=V nr, c . Then we have:
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1
?n&r |V nr, c |(S.)(!+!1)|
2 e&|!|
2
0 d!
=
1
?n&r |V nr, c } |E$ .(x) e
(x, !+!1)&(12)(!+!1, !+!1) +(dx)}
2
e&|!|
2
0 d!
=
1
?n&r |V nr, c } |E$ .(x) e
(x, !)&(12)(!, !) } e(x, !1) &(12)(!1, !1) +(dx)}
2
_e&|!|
2
0 d!
=
1
?n&r |V nr, c } |E$ .(x) : e
(x, !) : } : e(x, !1) : +(dx)}
2
e&|!|
2
0 d!. (1)
Now we use the fact that the measure + is the product measure of +r, n and
+=r, n . Because the support of . is contained in B
&p
: , applying Fubini’s
Theorem in (1) we obtain
1
?n&r |V nr, c |(S.)(!+!1)|
2 e&|!|
2
0 d!
=
1
? n&r |V nr, c } |Kr, n _|V rn .y(x) : e
(x, !) : +r, n(dx)&
_: e( y, !1) : +=r, n(dy)}
2
e&|!|
2
0 d!.
Applying the Schwarz inequality to the last expression we obtain:
1
?n&r |V nr, c |(S.)(!+!1)|
2 e&|!|
2
0 d!

1
?n&r |V nr, c {|K r, n } |V rn .y(x) : e
(x, !) : +r, n (dx)}
2
+=r, n (dy)
_|
Kr, n
| : e( y, !1) : |2 +=r, n(dy)= e&|!|20 d!. (2)
Therefore we have
1
? n&r |V nr, c |(S.)(!+!1)|
2 e&|!|
2
2 d!A } B, (3)
where
A :=
1
? n&r |V nr, c |K r, n } |V rn .y(x) : e
(x, !) : +r, n(dx)}
2
+=r, n(dy) e
&|!|20 d!
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and
B :=|
Kr, n
| : e( y, !1): |2 +=r, n(dy).
Because the support of . is contained in B&p: we have
A=
1
?n&r |V nr, c |E$r, n } |V rn .y(x) : e
(x, !) : +r, n(dx)}
2
+=r, n(dy) e
&|!|20 d!.
Therefore, applying Fubini’s theorem, we obtain
A=|
E$r, n
{ 1?n&r |V nr, c } |V rn .y(x) : e
(x, !) : +r, n(dx)}
2
e&|!|
2
0 d!= +=r, n(dy). (4)
Using Lemma 7 we get:
A=|
E$r, n
&.y&20 +
=
r, n(dy)=&.&
2
0 . (5)
On the other hand,
B=|
Kr, n
| : e( y, !1) : |2 +=r, n(dy)
=|
K r, n
| : e( y, Qr !1) : | 2 | : e( y, Pn!1) : |2 +=r, n(dy). (6)
Applying Fubini’s Theorem again, we obtain:
B=|
V r
| : e( y, Qr !1) : |2 +r(dy) |
Kn
|: e( y, Pn!1) : | 2 +=n (dy). (7)
Thus we have
B=&: e( } , Qr!1) : &20 |
K n
|: e( y, Pn!1) : |2 +=n (dy)
e |Qr !1|
2
0 sup
y # Kn
|: e(Pn y, Pn!1) : |2
e |Qr !1|
2
0 sup
y # Kn
e2 |Pn y|&p |Re Pn!1|p&Re(Pn !1, Pn!1)
=e |Qr !1|
2
0 e2:n |Re Pn!1|p&Re(Pn!1, Pn!1). (8)
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According to the relations (3), (5), and (8) we have
1
?n&r |V nr, c |(S.)(!+!1)|
2 e&|!|
2
0 d!
&.&20 e
|Qr !1|
2
0 e2:n |Re Pn !1|p&Re(Pn!1, Pn!1).
( o ) Let us suppose that F : Ec  C satisfies Conditions 13 from
Theorem 8. Therefore there exists a constant C>0 such that for all r, n # N
satisfying rn, and for all !1 # Ec , !1 =V nr, c , we have
1
?n&r |V nr, c |F(!+!1)|
2 e&|!|
2
0 d!
Ce |Qr !1|
2
0 e2:n |Re Pn!1|p&Re(Pn !1, Pn!1). (9)
Let r, n # N, r<n, be fixed. Let !1 # V r1, c also be fixed. Now let us consider
the analytic function Fr, n : V nr, c  C defined by
Fr, n(!)=F(!1+!).
Because
1
?n&r |V nr, c |F(!1+!)|
2 e&|!|
2
0 d!<,
according to Lemma 7 we conclude that there exists a function r, n #
L2(V nr , +r, n), such that
\! # V nr, c , |
V r
n
r, n(x) e(x, !)&(12)(!, !) +r, n(dx)=Fr, n(!).
Now, let us consider the cylinder function .r, n : E$  C defined by
.r, n(x)=r, n(Qr, nx).
Then it is clear that .r, n # (L2) and S.r, n(!)=Fr, n(Qr, n !).
Now let us consider the function fr, n : Rn&r  C defined by
fr, n(tr , tr+1 , ..., tn&1)=\ ‘
n&1
j=r
* pj + .r, n(x) e&(12)(x, x) ,
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where x=* pr trer+*
p
r+1tr+1er+1+ } } } +*
p
n&1 tn&1en&1 . Then it is easy to
see that
1
- (2?)n&r |Rn&r | fr, n(t)| dt=|E$ |.r, n(x)| +(dx)<.
Therefore fr, n # L1(Rn&r, dt).
We can also see that for any { # Cn&r, we have
1
- (2?)n&r |Rn&r fr, n(t) e
&i(t, {) dt=S.r, n(&i’) e&(12)(’, ’),
where ’=*&pr {rer+*
&p
r+1{r+1er+1+ } } } +*
&p
n&1{n&1 en&1 .
Applying the inequality (9) for r$=n$=r and !$1=!1+’, we have
|F (!1+’)|- C e(12) |!1|
2
0 e:r |Re ’|p e&(12) Re(’, ’).
Because |S.r, n(’)|=|F(!1+’)|- C e(12) |!1|
2
0 e:r |Re ’|p e&(12) Re(’, ’), we
conclude that the Fourier transform f r, n of fr, n is analytic and satisfies the
inequality
\{ # Cn&r, | f r, n({)|- C e(12) |!1|
2
0 e:r |Im {|.
According to the classical PaleyWiener theorem, as a distribution in Rn&r,
fr, n has compact support contained in [t # Rn&r | |t|:r]. Since fr, n is an
L1-function, we conclude that fr, n vanishes almost everywhere outside of
the ball [t # Rn&r | |t|:r]. Let 4=>n&1j=r *
&p
j . Because
.r, n(x)=4fr, n(*&pr (x, er) , *
&p
r+1(x, er+1) , ..., *
&p
n&1(x, en&1) )
_e12(Qr, nx, Qr, nx),
we can see that .r, n has the support contained in [x # E$ | |Qr, nx| &p:r].
Now let n vary from r+1 to . We have
&.r, n&20=
1
? n&r |V nr, c |F(!1+!)|
2 e&|!|
2
0 d!Ce |!1|
2
0.
Therefore the sequence [.r, n]n>r is bounded in (L2) and thus by Alaoglu’s
Theorem it contains a weakly convergent subsequence. Let .r(!1) # (L2) be
the weak limit of such a subsequence. Because F is continuous we conclude
that S.r(!1)(!)=F(!1+Pr !), and .r(!1) has support contained in the set
[x # E$ | |Prx| &p:r]. In particular, for r=1, S.1(0)(!)=F(!). Let us
denote .1(0) simply by .. Therefore F is the S-transform of the function
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. in (L2). We also know that . has support in K1 . It remains to prove that
. has support in Kr, r , for any r2. To do so, let r2 be fixed, and let
!1 # V r1, c be arbitrary. It is easy to check that
.r(!1)(x)=|
V r
.( y+Prx) e( y, !1)&(12)(!1, !1) +r(dy).
Let us consider only those !1 # V r1, c whose coordinates with respect to
the basis [e1 , e2 , ..., er&1] are all in Q+iQ. Therefore they form a coun-
table set, which we will call Dr . For a fixed !1 in Dr we denote
A(!1)=[x # E$"Kr, r | .r(!1)(x){0].
We know that +(A(!1))=0. Let
A= .
!1 # Dr
A(!1).
Then +(A)=0 and, if x  A, then .( } +Prx)=e( } , !1)&(12)(!1, !1), for all
!1 # Dr . Since the functions [e( } , !1)&(12)(!1, !1) | !1 # Dr] span a dense sub-
space in L2(V r, +r) we conclude that .( y+Prx)=0 for +r -almost all y in
V r. Let Ax=[ y # V r | .( y+Pr x){0]. We have +r (Ax)=0.
Let W=[x # E$"Kr, r | .(x){0]. Using Fubini’s theorem we have:
+(W"A)=|
W"A
1+(dx)
=|
Pr(W"A) _|Ax 1+r(dy)& +
=
r (dPrx)
=|
Pr (W"A)
+r(Ax) +=r (dPr x)
=0.
Therefore . vanishes almost everywhere outside of Kr, r , for all r # N. In
this way we have proved that the function . vanishes almost everywhere
outside of B&p: =r1 Kr, r . K
Let B&p[0, R]=[x # E&p | |x|&pR]. We have seen that any weakly
compact subset of E$ is contained in B&p[0, R], for some p, and R>0.
Therefore it will be of interest to describe the (L2) functions with support
contained in B&p[0, R]. In exactly the same way that we proved
Theorem 4, we can prove the following result:
Theorem 9. A function F : Ec  C is the S-transform of a function . # (L2),
with support in B&p[0, R], if and only if the following three conditions hold:
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1. F is continuous.
2. For all !, ’ # Ec , the function z [ F(z!+’) is analytic.
3. There exists a constant C>0 such that for all n # N and for all
!1 # Ec , !1=V n1, c , we have
1
? n&1 |V n1, c |F(!+!1)|
2 e&|!|
2
0 d!Ce2R |Re !1|p&Re(!1, !1).
More Notations. (1) For any compact subset K of E$, let us consider
the space
(L2(K))=[. # (L2) | . has support contained in K].
(2) For any compact subset K of E$, let us consider the space
C(K)=[. # (L2(K)) | \n, i1 , i2 , ..., in # N,
D*ei1 } } } D*ein . # (L
2)].
Because \i # N, D ei .=(x, ei) .&D*ei ., [D ! , D’*]=(!, ’) I, and the
function ( } , ei) is continuous and hence bounded on the compact K, it is
easy to see that
C(K)=[. # (L2(K)) | \n, i1 , i2 , ..., in # N,
D ei1D ei2 } } } D ein . # (L
2)].
Lemma 10. There exists a compact subset K of E$ such that C(K){0.
Proof. Let us consider a sequence :=[:n]n1 /(0, ), such that
+(B&p: )>0. Let f : R  [0, 1] be such that f is infinitely many times
differentiable, vanishes outside of (&1, 1), and is identically 1 on (&14 ,
1
4).
Then let us consider the function .: E$  R defined by
.(x)= ‘

n=1
f \ 14:2n |Pn x| 2&p+ .
Then it is clear that
\x # E$, .(x)= lim
n  
‘
n
j=1
f \ 14:2j |Pjx| 2&p+ .
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The limit exists for all x # E$ and is a number between 0 and 1, because the
partial product is decreasing. For each n # N,
f \ 14:2n |Pnx| 2&p+= limr   f \
1
4:2n
|Qn, n+rx| 2&p+ .
The functions from the right-hand side of the last equality are cylindrical
functions, and therefore measurable. This implies that the limit function
from the left-hand side is also measurable. Hence . is measurable, too. We
can see that . is identically 1 on B&p: , which is a set of strictly positive
measure; therefore this function is not the zero function. Because . is
bounded and + is a probability measure, we conclude that . # (L2). We can
also see that . has the support contained in B&p2: . It remains to show that
\n, i1 , i2 , ..., in # N, D ei1 D ei2 } } } D ein. # (L
2).
We will show that for a given k # N, D ek. # (L
2), which will be enough for
our purpose. To see this, let us remark that
D ek.(x)= :
k
j=1 _‘

i=1
i{ j
f \ 14:2i |Pix| 2&p+&
*&2pk (x, ek)
2:2j
f $ \ 14:2j |Pjx| 2&p+ .
This relation shows us that D ek . # (L
2). Therefore . # C(B&p2: ). K
We will characterize right now the functions in C(B&p: ) and
C(B&p[0, R]) in terms of their S-transform. Applying Theorem 8
repeatedly for D*e1 ., D*e2 ., ..., D*em ., which have also the support in B
&p
:
because D*ei .=( } , ei) .&D ei ., and using the formula (SD*ei .)(!)=
(!, ei) S.(!), then multiplying by suitable binomial coefficients and
summing up all the inequalities obtained, we can easily derive the
following:
Theorem 11. A function F: Ec  C is the S-transform of a function in
C(B&p: ) if and only if the following three conditions hold:
1. F is continuous.
2. For all !, ’ # Ec , the function z [ F(z!+’) is analytic.
3. For all N, M # N there exists a constant C>0 such that for all r,
n # N satisfying rn and for all !1 # Ec , !1=V nr, c , we have
1
? n&r |V nr, c (1+|QM !|
2
0+|QM!1|
2
0)
N |F (!+!1)| 2 e&|!|
2
0 d!
Ce |Qr !1|
2
0 e2:n |Re Pn!1|p&Re(Pn!1, Pn!1).
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If r=n, then the integral 1?n&r V nr, c (1+|QM!|
2
0+|QM !1|
2
0)
N |F (!+!1)| 2
e&|!|20 d! is understood to be (1+|QM!1| 20)
N |F(!1)|2.
Theorem 12. A function F : Ec  C is the S-transform of a function in
C(B&p[0, R]) if and only if the following three conditions hold:
1. F is continuous.
2. For all !, ’ # Ec , the function z [ F(z!+’) is analytic.
3. for all N, M # N there exists a constant C>0 such that for all n # N
and for all !1 # Ec , !1 =V n1, c , we have
1
? n&r |V n1, c (1+|QM!|
2
0+|QM !1|
2
0)
N |F(!+!1)|2 e&|!|
2
0 d!
Ce2R |Re !1|p&Re(!1, !1).
Comments. The initial purpose of this paper was to find analogues of
the classical PaleyWiener theorem for functions with compact support in
(a) (E) and (b) (E)*. Because of the analytical property of the test
functions, the only function in (E) that has compact support is the zero
function. This fact makes the problem (a) uninteresting. We have also
observed that for ‘‘almost all’’ compact subsets K of E$, the only test
function that vanishes on K is again the zero function. This remark makes
it hard to define what a generalized function in (E)* with compact support
means. For this reason we focused in this paper only on functions in (L2).
The fact that I have considered only functions in (L2) is a weak point of
this paper. It is of interest to find a natural definition of generalized
functions with compact support and then give a characterization of these
functions in terms of their S-transform. In this paper the description of the
strongly compact sets and the characterization theorems obtained depend
on the choice of the basis [en]n # N of the separable Hilbert space E. It is
important to find analogue results that are base free. It is my belief that this
paper makes the first step toward characterizing classes of functions,
defined on infinite-dimensional spaces, with compact support. It opens the
gate for further research and a deeper understanding of the infinite-dimen-
sional spaces in the world of white noise analysis.
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